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2 Peter 2:4-10 


4 For if God did not spare angels when they sinned, but cast 
them into hell and committed them to pits of darkness, 
reserved for judgment;5 and did not spare the ancient world, 
but preserved Noah, a preacher of righteousness, with seven 
others, when He brought a flood upon the world of the 
ungodly; 6 and if He condemned the cities of Sodom and 
Gomorrah to destruction by reducing them to ashes, having 
made them an example to those who would live 
ungodly lives thereafter; 7 and if He rescued righteous Lot, 
oppressed by the sensual conduct of unprincipled men 8 (for 
by what he saw and heard that righteous man, while living 
among them, felt his righteous soul tormented day after day 
by their lawless deeds), 9 then the Lord knows how to rescue 
the godly from temptation, and to keep the unrighteous under 
punishment for the day of judgment, 10 and especially those 
who indulge the flesh in its corrupt desires and despise 
authority. 
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Outline 

 Overview of the origins of political correctness 

 Look in depth at several of the PC sub-issues: 
 Feminism and LGBTQ in this session 

 Other areas include speech codes, race, abortion, Islam and 
capitalism 

 In each case, how does the Bible inform the Believer?  And 
what actions might be needed? 

 At the conclusion: 
 How to deal with increasing totalitarianism against Christianity? 

 How to keep ourselves in but not of the world? 

 How does all of the above impact the winning of souls? 

 How to deal with differing views within the Body of Christ? 
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What Controls Political 
Correctness? 

 Political correctness is based upon an ideology 
 It is essentially Marxist 
 But it’s not workers of the world uniting, rather it’s the 

dispossessed of the world overthrowing their oppressors 

 It's called “Cultural Marxism” 
 Oppressor/Oppressed groups defined (Male/Female, 

White/Black, Christian/Muslim, etc.) 
 Long march through the culture prescribed 

 To understand Political Correctness, one must 
understand what Cultural Marxism wants to 
accomplish 
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Cultural Marxism Goals 

 Goal is to create a socialist utopia (John Lennon’s “Imagine” 
describes it) 

  Classless society where elites know best 

  Government controls all 

 Children raised more by the state than by families 

  Various flavors: Communism, Fascism, Socialism 

 Note:  must be totalitarian, and its goals must be hidden 

 Note: for many, simply nihilistic: just tear it down! 

 A good reference: Mark Levin’s “Ameritopia” 
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 “Critical Theory” – Criticize all aspects of western civilization 
 Not to improve; simply to tear down 

 Destroy thinking based on Judeo-Christianity 
 Replace with revolutionary thought 

  Destroy the traditional family 
 “smash monogamy”, “polymorphous perversity’, etc. 

  Weaken Capitalism, individual freedom 
 Strengthen governmental control at every level 

 Focus is exclusively on the Christianized west 

 Note: strategy must be hidden 

 

Cultural Marxism Strategy 
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 To facilitate the achievement of Cultural Marxism goals and 
objectives through coercion and propaganda 
 Coercion: Enforcement of revolutionary Marxist thinking, for 

example, speech codes; also fines, jail time  
 Words as weapons: homophobic, Islamophobic, misogynist, racist 

 Propaganda: Providing sophisticated faux-justification for the 
politically correct  thinking  

 producing false narratives, using “Hork-logic” 
 Something is “true” if it supports the desired results 

 diapraxis (thesis, anti-thesis, synthesis) 

 Alinsky’s “Rules for Radicals” 

 Three tiers of PC: Elites (who decide), Fellow Travelers (who agree 
with the elites and implement their decisions), and Useful Idiots 
(who are deceived and buy in, or who are bullied to go along) 

 
 

 

Role of Political Correctness 
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 "Classic" Marxism predicting workers uprising during a great 
world war (WWI) only happened in Russia, and even that was 
more like a coup d’etat than a revolt of workers 

 After WWI, Marxists went back to the drawing board: why didn't 
the entire West become communist?  Formed a think tank: 
Frankfurt School 

 The decision was to shift focus from economic to cultural issues, 
thus “Cultural Marxism”, marrying  Marxism with Freudian 
thought. Lots of sex fundamental to the movement 

 In 1934, Frankfurt School fled Hitler, and came to Columbia 
University in New York (invited by John Dewey) 
 Did their most important and influential work in US universities 
 Came of age in the US in the 1960s; “long march” through the 

culture begun: academia, entertainment, media, government, and 
(sadly) the Christian church. 

Origins of Cultural Marxism 
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Current PC Status 

 US largely controlled by political correctness 

 Academia nearly 100%, broadcast media, entertainment, business mostly PC 

 Federal government – including judiciary – mostly PC 

 At least today, internet and AM radio has some non-PC aspects 

 Christianity increasingly aggressively attacked (partly from within!) 

 Government, business, entertainment anti-Christian bias 

 People with non-PC beliefs persecuted – especially with LGBTQ issues 

 Most campuses are radicalized 

 Speech codes, trigger warnings, lack of intellectual diversity; government and business 
not far behind 

 Victimhood and “privilege” as realities promoted 

 Conservatives marginalized and demonized 

 Criticism of pathological behavior not allowed (e.g., Black underclass, STDs, AIDS) 

 Anarchy from the Left always lurking (Soros and similar can supply astro-turf) 
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Relevant Scriptures 

 See to it that no one takes you captive through philosophy 
and empty deception, according to the tradition of men, 
according to the elementary principles of the world, rather 
than according to Christ.  -- Colossians 2:8 

 Woe to those who drag iniquity with the cords of falsehood 
(Isaiah 5:18) 

 Woe to those who call evil good, and good evil; Who 
substitute darkness for light and light for darkness; Who 
substitute bitter for sweet and sweet for bitter!  (Isaiah 
5:20) 

 Woe to those who are wise in their own eyes And clever in 
their own sight! (Isaiah  5:21) 
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PC Analysis Template 

 Propaganda: (mostly) false PC narratives for maintaining and recruiting 
additional adherents 
 Needed: strategies to expose and counteract 

 Coercion: PC Tactics to silence/nullify opposition 
 Needed: strategies to embolden opposition and counteroffensive 

 Objectives: hidden objectives to reach PC goals 
 Needed: identify primary objective(s) in each case, and expose [vital] 

 Goals: hidden, basically static: totalitarian, one mindset 
 Needed: expose the hidden goals 

 Application:  all the sub-categories: 
 Islam, Gay rights, abortion, racial issues, environmentalism, speech codes, global 

cooling, UN Agenda 21,  government control, animal rights, etc. 

 Relevant Scripture: dealing with either propaganda or coercion. 
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Feminism Exposed Videos 

 Feminism – brief samples 

 THE TRUTH ABOUT FEMINISM 

 Dear Freaks AfD rejects 

 Gad Saad interview of Janice Fiamengo – Conclusion 

 Janice Fiamengo page 

 http://thebereanwatch.org/wordpress/?page_id=804 

 Feminism Exposed DVD 

 http://thebereanwatch.org/wordpress/?page_id=847 
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Feminist Ideology 

 Wilhelm Reich: (1920s-1960s)  Frankfurt School 

 The organized religious mysticism of Christianity was an 
element of the authoritarian family that led to Fascism. 

 The patriarchal power in and outside of man was to be 
dethroned. 

 Revolutionary sexual politics would mean the complete 
collapse of authoritarian ideology. 

 Betty Friedan: ((1960s-1970s) 

 Her 1963 book, The Feminine Mystique, asserted that the 
suburban homesteads of American housewives were akin to 
“comfortable concentration camps.” 
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Feminist Ideology (con’t) 

 Kate Millett: (1960s-1970s) 

 From her1969 book, Sexual Politics: “Traditionally, 
patriarchy granted the father nearly total ownership 
over wife or wives and children, including the power of 
physical abuse and even those of murder and sale.  
Classically as head of the family the father is both 
begetter and owner in a system where kinship is 
property. 

 “A sexual revolution would require perhaps first of all 
an end of traditional sexual inhibitions and taboos, 
particularly those that most threaten patriarchal 
monogamous marriage: homosexuality, illegitimacy, 
adolescent pre- and extra-marital sexuality.” 
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Feminist Ideology (con’t) 

 At a 1969 retreat with Kate Millet, a perverse  litany: 

 “Why are we here today?” she asked. 

 “To make revolution” they answered. 

 “What kind of revolution?” she replied. 

 “The Cultural Revolution”, they chanted. 

 “And how do we make Cultural Revolution?” She 
demanded. 

 “By destroying the American family” they answered. 

 “How do we destroy the family?” She came back. 

 “By destroying the American Patriarch” they cried 
exuberantly. 
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Feminist Ideology (con’t) 

 “And how do we destroy the American Patriarch?” she 
replied. 

 “By taking away his power” 

 “How do we do that?” 

 “By destroying monogamy” they shouted. 

 “How can we destroy monogamy?” 

 “By promoting promiscuity, eroticism, prostitution and 
homosexuality” they resounded. 

 This from Mallory Millett, Kate’s non-Feminist sister 

 Mallory cites the massive destruction of the lives of 
women who followed her sister’s and similar man-hating, 
family-hating, anti-Christian ideological philosophy. 
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Feminism Today 

 Three waves of Feminism 

 First wave: 1830’s – 1950’s 

 Basic rights: voting, property, legal barriers removed 

 Second wave: 1960’s -1980’s 

 “woman’s –lib”, adding of Cultural Marxism,  victimhood, 
sexual freedom (the pill), smash monogamy 

 Third wave: 1990’s – present 

 Victimhood to insane granularity, man-hating, gender  as 
social construct and thus fluid, male privilege, smash the 
patriarchy, rape culture 

 Feminism is cancer movement – reaction to 3rd wave 

 Milo Yiannopoulos – Gay, anti-Feminist, Trump supporter 
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PC Analysis – Feminism 

• Propaganda level 

– Gender is a social construct, men are oppressors of women, women are oppressed by men, men 
must confess their privilege, the patriarchy is evil (propaganda) 

– Men and women are equal in the sight of God, and have complementary constitution, each with certain 
strength and weaknesses, and some such as child-bearing only existent in women (anti-propaganda) 

• Coercion level 

– To utter or display speech critical of Feminist viewpoints is to commit misogyny; expressions of 
negativity towards Feminist viewpoints must be stopped (coercion) 

– Existing hate speech laws must be eliminated; free speech is too precious a guaranteed constitutional 
right to be suppressed (anti-coercion) 

• Goals and objectives level 

– Weaken men. And weaken/destroy the patriarchy and thus  traditional family structure 

– Ensure obedience to Marxist-approved behavior, and prohibit Marxist-disapproved behavior 

• Example 

– For many examples, see  anti-Feminist Janice Fiamengo video series 

– http://thebereanwatch.org/wordpress/?page_id=804 
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Feminism Response  

 Genesis 1:26-28 (NKJV) 


26 Then God said, “Let Us make man in Our image, 
according to Our likeness; let them have dominion over 
the fish of the sea, over the birds of the air, and over 
the cattle, over all[a] the earth and over every creeping 
thing that creeps on the earth.” 27 So God created man 
in His own image; in the image of God He created him; 
male and female He created them. 28 Then God blessed 
them, and God said to them, “Be fruitful and multiply; 
fill the earth and subdue it; have dominion over the fish 
of the sea, over the birds of the air, and over every 
living thing that moves on the earth.” 
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Feminism Response (con’t) 

 Ephesians 5:22 
 "22Wives, submit to your husbands as to the Lord. 23For the husband is 

the head of the wife as Christ is the head of the church, his body, of 
which he is the Savior. 24Now as the church submits to Christ, so also 
wives should submit to their husbands in everything." 

 Titus 2:3-5 
 3The aged women likewise, that they be in behavior as becometh 

holiness, not false accusers, not given to much wine, teachers of good 
things;4That they may teach the young women to be sober, to love 
their husbands, to love their children,5To be discreet, chaste, keepers 
at home, good, obedient to their own husbands, that the word of God 
be not blasphemed. 

 Galatians 3:28 
 There is neither Jew nor Greek, there is neither slave nor free man, 

there is neither male nor female; for you are all one in Christ Jesus. 
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Feminism Response (con’t) 

 Actions 
 Become aware of what is being taught, and look for ways to 

oppose 

 Write or visit legislators and local politicians that deal with 
related matters 

 Be on the alert for Believers who are caught up by false 
progressive narratives; confront (in love, and guided by the 
Holy Spirit)  when Feminist ideology embraced. 

 Local Organizations 
 Massachusetts Family Institute 

 Renew Massachusetts Coalition 

 Massachusetts Citizens for Life 

 MassResistance 
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LGBTQ Exposed Videos 

 LGBTQ – brief videos 

 Dr. Paul Kengor - Why Did You Write 'Takedown‘? 

 America Didn’t Become Pro-Gay Overnight 

 Star Parker - Transgender 'rights' are not civil rights 

 Same Sex Attraction videos 

 http://thebereanwatch.org/wordpress/?page_id=627 

 Political Correctness and Homosexuality DVD 

 http://thebereanwatch.org/wordpress/?page_id=852 
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LGBTQ Ideology 

 Herbert Marcuse (1920’s-1970’s)  Frankfurt School 

 He believed that sexual liberation was achieved by exploring 
new permutations of sexual desires, sexual activities, and 
gender rules – what Freud called “perverse” sexual desires, 
that is, all non-reproductive forms of sexual behavior; 
“polymorphous perversity”. 

 Marcuse, like other leading theorists of sexuality, such as 
Freud and Wilhelm Reich, argued that homosexuality was a 
form of sexuality of which everyone was capable – that in 
fact, everyone was fundamentally bisexual. 

 US based Marcuse was the spiritual and intellectual leader of 
the 1960’s sexual revolution: “Make love, not war.” 
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LGBTQ Ideology (con’t) 

 Removal of homosexuality from the APA DSM in 1973 was 
accomplished by physical intimidation and “sophomoric” 
scientific basis. 

 Important Supreme Court Cases 

 Romer v. Evans case (1996) which struck down a Colorado 
state constitutional amendment which would have 
disallowed the designation of homosexuals as a definable 
class such as race.  

 Lawrence v. Texas case (2003) which resulted in the striking 
down of anti-sodomy laws not only in Texas (the origin of 
the case) but in all other states where such laws still existed  

 See “The Trojan Coach” Confronts Cultural Consensus on 
Homosexuality 
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LGBTQ Today 
 

 Same-sex attraction is genetic and unchangeable 
 Thus can be treated as a class 

 Almost all forms of sexual behavior are human rights 
 Next in line, pedophilia 

 Gay marriage must be approved of, and any negativity 
punishable, for example: Transgender bathroom laws 
 Next in line, restrictions on Biblical passages, non-

discrimination in employment of LGBTQ 

 Attempts to ban Sexual Orientation Change Efforts 
(SOCE), but no restrictions of LGBTQ recruiting 

 Businesses aggressively supporting latest LGBTQ “rules” 
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PC Analysis - LGBTQ 

• Propaganda level 

– Homosexuality and lesbianism are genetically determined, and thus may be treated as a definable 
class.  Historic oppression of LGBTQ people render them perpetual victims. Gay marriage is a human 
right .  MSM (Men having Sex with Men) is a human right (propaganda) 

– Studies of identical twins reveal conclusively that homosexuality and lesbianism are NOT genetically 
determined.  Gay marriage violates natural law as well as Biblical teaching  (anti-propaganda) 

• Coercion level 

– To utter or display speech critical of Marxist protected groups or in support of Marxist oppressor 
groups is to commit hate speech.  To deny affirmation of  LGBTQ-ness is to commit a hate crime 
(coercion) 

– Existing hate speech laws must be eliminated; free speech is too precious a guaranteed constitutional 
right to be suppressed. People must not be force to affirm a life-style or practice that their “religion” 
forbids (anti-coercion) 

• Goals and objectives level 

– Weaken men. And weaken/destroy traditional marriage and family structure, 

– Ensure obedience to Marxist-approved behavior, and prohibit Marxist-disapproved behavior 

• Examples 

– See Kentucky official and marriage licenses, small business owners in Oregon and Washington state, 
“Bathroom Bill” in Massachusetts 
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LGBT Response 

 Scripture 
 See Open Bible on homosexuality (67 references): 

 https://www.openbible.info/topics/homosexuality 

Leviticus 18:22, 1 Corinthians 6:9-11, Romans 1:26-28, Leviticus 20:13, 1 Timothy 
1:10, Mark 10:6-9, 1 Corinthians 7:2, Jude 1:7, 1 Timothy 1:10-11, Romans 1:27, 
Romans 1:32, Genesis 19:1-38, Romans 13:8-10, Hebrews 13:1-25, Leviticus 
20:13-15, 2 Timothy 4:3, Acts 5:29, 1 John 3:4-10, 1 Kings 14:24, 1 John 5:18-19, 
Ephesians 5:1-21, Galatians 5:16-21, 1 Corinthians 7:7-9, Revelation 21:8, John 
8:7-11, Matthew 5:17-19, Romans 1:21-28, Colossians 3:1-8, Ephesians 4:17-24, 
Judges 19:22, 2 Peter 2:1-22, 1 Thessalonians 4:1-8, Matthew 15:12-14, 2 
Timothy 2:22-26, 1 Corinthians 7:2-5, Genesis 2:18-25, 2 Corinthians 12:21, 1 
Corinthians 13:4-6, 1 John 4:8, Acts 15:29, Ephesians 5:31-32, Revelation 
22:15, Matthew 15:19, James 4:12, 2 Timothy 3:1-4, Romans 12:2, Mark 7:20-
22, Matthew 24:12, 1 Timothy 4:1-4, Genesis 1:27, 2 Thessalonians 2:8-12, 
Mark 7:21-22, 2 Peter 2:5-10, Hebrews 12:14-16, Romans 2:14-16, 2 Peter 3:3-4, 
Ephesians 2:1-22, Luke 17:29-30, 2 Corinthians 4:4, Jude 1:18, Romans 5:1-
8:39, Romans 16:17-18, Hebrews 13:1-5, Romans 1:18-32, Proverbs 8:13, 
Matthew 18:6-9, James 1:13-15 
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LGBTQ Response (con’t) 

 Actions 

 Become aware of what is being taught, and look for ways to oppose 

 Write or visit legislators and local politicians that deal with related matters 

 Be on the alert for Believers who are caught up by false progressive narratives; 
confront (in love, and guided by the Holy Spirit)  when LGBTQS ideology embraced. 

 Local Organizations 

 Massachusetts Family Institute 

 Renew Massachusetts Coalition 

 Massachusetts Citizens for Life 

 MassResistance 

 National Organizations 

 The Alliance for Therapeutic Choice and Scientific Integrity  

 Family Watch International 

 Focus on the Family 

 CURE (Star Parker’s Think Tank) 
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What Can Be Done? 

 How to deal with increasing totalitarianism against Christianity? 
 Stay alert, allow Holy Spirit to lead in choosing battles, locate 

allies you trust and believe in, pray. 

 How to keep ourselves in but not of the world? 
 Stay in the Word, be open to the Holy Spirit, be accountable to 

some that you trust and believe in, pray. 

 How does all of the above impact the winning of souls? 
 Both are needed: but don’t over-react, and lose the desire to 

see others come to Christ, pray. 

 How to deal with differing views within the Body of Christ? 
 Stay alert, allow Holy Spirit to lead in choosing battles, locate 

allies you trust and believe in, pray. 
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• At the root, these matters are spiritual and not political 
(Ephesians 6:12) 

• Reliance on Word of God needed; guarding against 
Marxist/post-modern skepticism will win the battle 

• Once eyes open, Christians need to reach other Christians 
who are under the spell of Marxist thought 
– Also to others in their sphere of influence 

• Regardless of persecution, Christians most boldly speak 
out 
– Telling the truth in love, but not compromising 

• Prayer is key 

Cultural Marxism – Christian 
View 
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Summary 

 Both radical Feminism and the LGBTQ agenda are 
Marxism’s final and most potent weapon against 
Christianity and the family 

 Overall culture is in US split about 50/50 

 Evangelical Christianity is deeply influenced, especially  at 
the higher education level 

 North America, Europe, Australia and New Zealand are 
dominated by pro-Feminist and pro-LGBTQ ideology 

 UN – led by US – are “forcing” developing nations to 
repeal anti-LGBTQ laws 
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